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In conflict with historically dominant models of time perception, recent evidence suggests that the
encoding of our environment’s temporal properties may not require a separate class of neurons whose
raison d'être is the dedicated processing of temporal information. If true, it follows that temporal
processing should be imbued with the known selectivity found within non-temporal neurons. In the
current study, we tested this hypothesis for the processing of a poorly understood stimulus parameter:
visual event duration. We used sensory adaptation techniques to generate duration aftereffects:
bidirectional distortions of perceived duration. Presenting adapting and test durations to the same vs
different eyes utilises the visual system’s anatomical progression from monocular, pre-cortical neurons
to their binocular, cortical counterparts. Duration aftereffects exhibited robust inter-ocular transfer
alongside a small but significant contribution from monocular mechanisms. We then used novel stimuli
which provided duration information that was invisible to monocular neurons. These stimuli generated
robust duration aftereffects which showed partial selectivity for adapt-test changes in retinal disparity.
Our findings reveal distinct duration encoding mechanisms at monocular, depth-selective and depthinvariant stages of the visual hierarchy.
When interacting with our environment we continually monitor event duration. For example, when watching
streamed video content, the quality of our viewing experience is greatly degraded by ‘packet loss’ leading to the
stream’s ‘stalling’ or ‘freezing’1. The extent of this perceptual degradation increases sharply as the stalling duration
increases between 0–1000 ms2. Duration-dependency of this kind is just one example of perception underpinned
by the rapid, accurate encoding of sub-second visual durations. Although this encoding often yields duration estimates that are both noisy3,4 and distorted5,6, the lack of any duration-specific sensory receptor surfaces arguably
makes it surprising that it can be completed at all.
Uncertainty about how the nervous system computes duration has led to an assortment of candidate mechanisms whose proposed neural loci range from the pre-cortical to the association cortices. The most peripheral
examples are founded in the properties of pre-cortical neurons with circular, small-diameter spatial receptive
fields. These models provide explanations for visual temporal distortions with very narrow (~1°) spatial tuning
and no specificity for visual orientation7–9. A pre-cortical locus for duration processing is given further credence
by studies where temporal perception has been measured in patients whose inter-hemispheric communication
is prevented via commissurotomy10. These patients can show normal cross-hemispheric duration discrimination performance alongside marked deficits in cross-hemispheric spatial discrimination11. This strongly suggests
pre-cortical processing of duration which then projects bilaterally to both cortical hemispheres12.
Alternatively, several lines of evidence point towards duration encoding being a cortical phenomenon. For
example, training-induced improvement of duration discrimination sensitivity transfers fully between locations
spanning trained and untrained visual hemispheres13. Moreover, some perceptual distortions of perceived duration show broad14 or non-existent15,16 spatial tuning. Where spatial tuning has been reported, its characteristics
have variously included dependency on stimulus size14 or spatiotopic position17,18 (but see19). In some cases,
orientation specificity has also been reported, consistent with the orientation tuning profiles of striate cortical
neurons20,21.
Although these findings are suggestive of a cortical basis for duration processing, uncertainty persists
about whether they are examples of specificity for duration or other perceptual parameters. For example, the
cross-hemisphere transfer of training-induced sensitivity improvements could simply reflect non-specific reductions in high-level decisional noise22, rather than improvements in duration encoding accuracy per se. Similarly,
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whilst a lack of orientation specificity could reflect a (pre-cortical) processing stage that precedes orientation encoding it is also consistent with downstream stages where orientations are pooled (e.g.23,24) to provide
high-level specificity for object categories25. Finally, experimental manipulations designed to test the spatial specificity of duration distortions have the unintended consequence of manipulating the locus of spatial attention (e.g.,
adapting to the temporal properties of a stimulus presented at one location then testing at a different location).
Given that spatial attention itself strongly influences perceived duration26–28, it likely contributes to the presence
or absence of spatial tuning via the attentional modulation of (a) adapting and/or test stimulus’ duration, or (b)
gain adaptation amplitude itself.
In the current study, we address the question of whether duration encoding has a localised position within the
visual processing hierarchy. To do so, we combine the technique of sensory adaptation with methodology that
allows us to utilise the anatomical progression from monocular, binocular, depth-selective and depth-invariant
processing. Observers adapted to repeated presentations of relatively long or short sub-second visual durations.
In keeping with earlier reports29,30 adaptation generated bidirectional duration aftereffects: subsequently viewed
test durations were perceptually expanded/contracted in the opposite direction to the adapting stimulus.
Using dichoptic presentation, adapting and test stimuli were isolated within monocular channels. This allowed
us to test for duration aftereffect selectivity within processing stages at or above those underpinned by neurons
in V1: the major recipient of geniculate input31 and the first site of anatomical convergence between the eyes32.
We found robust interocular transfer: substantial duration aftereffects persisted when adapted or non-adapted
eyes viewed a luminance-defined test stimulus. Nevertheless, aftereffects failed to transfer completely between
the eyes, revealing a small but significant contribution from monocular channels. We then systematically tested
the relationship between duration selectivity and more sophisticated levels of binocular processing. To do so, we
deployed a novel stimulus which allowed the presentation of durations defined solely by inter-ocular retinal disparity. Despite being completely invisible to monocular mechanisms, these durations generated robust duration
aftereffects. Finally, we demonstrate that disparity-defined duration aftereffects show limited transfer across large
adapt-test differences in disparity-defined depth plane. This transfer exposes a downstream contribution from a
mechanism which encodes duration after pooling across its disparity-selective afferents. These findings indicate
that visual duration processing cannot be explained by sub-cortical mechanisms alone. Instead, it receives input
from multiple processing stages, consistent with duration being a generic stimulus property whose encoding is
shared across mechanisms located both upstream and downstream from the site of binocular integration.

Results

We began by assessing the extent to which the mechanisms contributing to duration aftereffects exhibit elementary binocularity. During the adaptation phase (see Fig. 1A and Methods for details), observers viewed repeated
presentations of isotropic, luminance-defined Gaussian blobs. All stimuli were presented via a two-mirror stereoscope which allowed adapting and test stimuli to be presented to the same or different eyes. The duration of these
visual stimuli was fixed at relatively long (666 ms) or short (166 ms) durations which were held constant within
an experimental session. Following adaptation, the test phase comprised a duration discrimination judgment
between a fixed duration 333 ms reference stimulus (auditory tone) and test stimulus (Gaussian blob) whose
duration varied around 333 ms.
When these judgments were plotted as a function of test duration, the resultant psychometric functions
allowed extraction of the Point of Subjective Equality (PSE): the physical test duration perceptually equivalent to
reference stimulus (Fig. 1B and C). Longer/shorter PSE values reflect adaptation-induced perceptual contraction/
expansion of test duration, respectively. Differences between PSE values corresponding to the ‘adapt 166 ms’ and
‘adapt 666 ms’ conditions reflect the magnitude and direction of any duration aftereffect. When the adapting
and test stimuli were both presented to the same eye, adaptation to relatively long durations induced perceptual
contraction of the moderate duration test stimulus. This can be seen in Fig. 1B (yellow bars): post-adaptation,
longer duration test stimuli (and thus longer PSE values) were required to maintain perceptual equivalence with
the 333 ms reference stimulus. The reverse is evident following adaptation to relatively short durations (blue
bars). This pattern of perceptual distortion represents a repulsion-type after effect: adaptation distorts perceived
duration in the opposite direction to the adapting stimulus. Consistent with earlier reports29,33,34, this effect is
asymmetrical around the 333 ms reference stimulus value (Fig. 1B and C, horizontal red line), reflecting the fact
that auditory durations are typically perceived as being longer than their (physically identical) visual counterparts, irrespective of adaptation. Importantly, a similar pattern of duration aftereffects can also be observed when
adapting and testing durations are presented to opposite eyes (Fig. 1C).
The arithmetic difference between PSEs for each adapting duration provides a measure of duration aftereffect
magnitude. Plotting these values for each observer’s ‘same’ and ‘different’ eye conditions (Fig. 2 - green circles)
allows visualisation of any systematic trends towards greater duration aftereffect magnitude values in either condition. Averaged across observers, duration aftereffect magnitude values were 69 ms in the “same eye” condition
and 52 ms for the “different eye” condition (Fig. 2, black data point). Permutation testing showed that both values
were significantly different from zero (p < 0.001) and that the difference between them (Fig. 2 - black circle’s
departure from the diagonal) was also highly significant (p < 0.001). These data therefore represent duration
aftereffects mediated by mechanisms that are predominantly binocular, alongside a small but significant monocular component.
Despite some evidence for modest inhibitory interactions between eye inputs at the level of the LGN35,36, the
first examples of excitatory convergence upon binocular neurons are found in the superficial and deep layers of
V137. The aftereffect’s small monocular component could therefore reflect pre-cortical adaptation38 or adaptation
within monocular V1 (i.e. layer 4 C39) neurons. The much larger binocular component could be mediated within
cortical neurons showing rudimentary binocularity (i.e. responsivity to binocular stimulation but limited integration of monocular inputs) or more sophisticated forms of binocular processing such as the extraction of retinal
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Figure 1. Monocular vs binocular contributions to duration processing. (A) Schematic showing the final four
‘top-up’ (fixed duration) adapting stimuli. The subsequent test phase comprised a fixed duration auditory tone
(red sinusoid) followed by a variable duration visual test stimulus presented to the same or opposite eye. In the
above example of a ‘different eye’ trial, relatively long duration adapting stimuli are presented to the right eye
only followed by the presentation of moderate duration test stimuli to the left eye only (see Methods for details).
(B,C) Individual and group mean Point of Subjective Equality (PSE) values representing the test durations that
were perceptually equivalent to the auditory reference stimulus after adaptation to relatively long (666 ms yellow bars) or short (166 ms - blue bars) visual durations. Longer PSE values reflect perceptual compression of
test stimulus duration. Red horizontal lines denote veridical duration perception. Data are shown for conditions
where adapting and test stimuli were presented to the same (B) or different (C) eyes. Throughout, error bars
represent bootstrapped 95% CIs.

Figure 2. Scatter plot showing data for individual (green circles) and group mean (black circle) duration
aftereffect magnitudes representing the arithmetic difference between PSEs extracted from 666 ms and 166 ms
adapting durations in the ‘same eye’ (Fig. 1B) and ‘different eye’ (Fig. 1C) conditions. The dashed diagonal line
represents complete interocular transfer of duration aftereffects from adapted to non-adapted eye. Error bars
represent bootstrapped 95% CIs.
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Figure 3. Adaptation to durations defined by retinal disparity. (A) Schematic representing observer’s
perception of disc-shaped (fixed duration) adapting and (variable duration) test stimuli whose durations were
defined by periods of +6′ (crossed) retinal disparity and zero disparity inter-stimulus intervals (see Methods
for details). In this example, relatively short adapting durations precede the presentation of modulate duration
test stimuli. (B) Individual and group mean PSE values derived from conditions where the 6′ disparity-defined,
variable duration test stimuli were presented following adaptation to relatively long (666 ms - yellow bars) or
short (166 ms - blue bars) 6′ disparity-defined adapting stimuli. (C) As per (A), except that adapting and test
durations were defined by periods of −24′ (uncrossed) retinal disparity. In this example, relatively long adapting
durations precede the presentation of modulate duration test stimuli. (D) As per (B), except that PSEs were
derived from conditions where adapting and test stimuli were both presented with −24′ retinal disparity. Red
horizontal lines denote veridical duration perception. Throughout, error bars represent bootstrapped 95% CIs.

disparity. In primate V1 for example, approximately 50% of binocularly responsive neurons show selectivity for
retinal disparity information that can only be extracted by comparing the spatial properties of their monocular
inputs40,41. To test whether the binocularity shown in Fig. 2 allows the extraction of duration information that is
invisible to monocular channels we measured the effects of adapting to durations defined solely by the presence
or absence of crossed retinal disparity.
By presenting the disparity only during the periods corresponding to adapt/test stimulus durations, we
excluded monocular contributions to perceived duration. Observers viewed left and right stimuli simultaneously
via a mirrored stereoscope. These images were identical except for a lateral shift within a subset of pixels (see
Methods) which defined a disc shaped region of +6′ crossed retinal disparity (Fig. 3A). To prevent monocular
artefacts (e.g., positional shift cues), we embedded the disparity within dynamic luminance noise (see Methods)
which precluded monocular tracking of pixel positions around the time of the disparity’s introduction/removal
(i.e. the disparity-defined duration’s onset/offset). The disparity was presented for intervals matching the required
adapting or testing duration and therefore disappeared during the (zero disparity) inter-stimulus intervals. The
disparity-defined adapting and test stimuli were identical except for their differences in duration. Adapting and
test durations matched those used in the interocular transfer experiment.
The resultant PSE values for each adapting duration are shown in Fig. 3B. Despite the invisibility of adapting and test stimuli to monocular mechanisms, all observers show a robust pattern of duration aftereffects.
Specifically, adaptation to relatively long/short disparity-defined durations causes significant (p < 0.001) perceptual contraction/expansion of subsequently view disparity-defined test durations. Taken together with the results
of the inter-ocular transfer experiment, this finding suggests that duration encoding must occur within at least
two processing stages: one monocular and a second with selectivity for duration, and retinal disparity.
In the primate visual system, the proportion of disparity-tuned neurons increases progressively from V1
through V2-V3/V3A42, MT43 and V444. However, higher-order visual processing in V445, inferotemporal46, intraparietal47,48 and lateral occipital49 cortices shows neuronal selectivity for object shape that is invariant across
changes in retinal disparity. In many cases, these object shapes are defined by their three-dimensional structure,
suggesting that this structure is constructed via pooling across upstream disparity-selective inputs50. It therefore
follows that if duration aftereffects fail to transfer across adapt-test changes in stimulus depth plane the locus
of the underlying mechanism would be constrained to processing stages between the encoding of, and pooling
across, retinal disparity.
We tested this hypothesis by measuring duration aftereffects across a 48′ difference in the retinal disparity
defining the adapting and test stimuli (Fig. 4A). Test stimuli were always presented with −24′ retinal disparity
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Figure 4. Duration adaptation across adapt-changes in retinal disparity. (A) Schematic showing observer’s
perception of adapting stimuli defined by +24′ (crossed) retinal disparity and test stimuli defined by −24′
(uncrossed) retinal disparity. (B) Individual and group mean PSEs derived from conditions where variable
duration −24′ disparity-defined test stimuli were presented following adaptation to relatively long (666 ms
- yellow bars) or short (166 ms - blue bars) +24′ stimuli. The red horizontal line denotes veridical duration
perception. Throughout, error bars represent bootstrapped 95% CIs.

whereas adapting stimuli were presented with either the same (−24′ (Fig. 3C)) or different (+24′ (Fig. 4A)) retinal disparity (see Methods for details). We selected these values to minimise the possibility that adapting and test
stimuli might stimulate common populations of neurons with broad disparity tuning (Parker, 2007). Figure 3D
shows PSE values for the ‘same disparity’ conditions. Following adaptation to durations defined by uncrossed
retinal disparity, all observers show duration aftereffects comparable with those observed following adaptation to
luminance defined (Fig. 1B) and crossed retinal disparity defined (Fig. 3B) durations. This equivalence suggests
that duration adaptation may be insensitive to the nature of the disparity defining the adapting and/or test stimulus’ duration. When this possibility is tested by the introduction of a large adapt-test retinal disparity difference
(Fig. 4A) significant duration aftereffects persist (Fig. 4B), albeit of a substantially reduced magnitude relative the
‘same disparity’ condition (Fig. 3D). This reduction represents a degree of selectivity for retinal disparity.
This selectivity is highlighted when Figs 3D and 4B’s PSE data is expressed as duration aftereffect magnitude
(Fig. 5). For example, all observers show significant duration aftereffects when adapting and test stimuli’s durations are defined by the same retinal disparity (horizontal distance between Fig. 5’s green data points and the
y-axis) but for 6 out of 7 observers these aftereffects are of reduced magnitude when adapting and test stimuli
are defined by different retinal disparities. Averaged across observers, duration aftereffect magnitude values were
71 ms in the “same disparity” condition and 39 ms for the “different disparity” condition (Fig. 5, black data point).
Permutation testing showed that both values were significantly different from zero (p < 0.001) and that the difference between them (Fig. 5 - black circle’s departure from the diagonal) was also highly significant (p < 0.001).

Discussion

We sought to investigate the binocularity of human duration perception. We used sensory adaptation techniques
to generate duration aftereffects. We tested the specificity of these aftereffects via adapt-test stimulus manipulations that allowed the quantification of input from monocular, disparity-selective and disparity-invariant
processing stages. Duration aftereffects showed extensive interocular transfer and are therefore generated by
duration-selective mechanisms that are primarily binocular in nature. Nevertheless, a small but significant component of these aftereffects showed selectivity for eye of input. We then explored the extent to which the binocular
component is mediated by neurons able to extract duration information from retinal disparity-defined stimuli
which were invisible to monocular mechanisms. Disparity information alone was sufficient to generate robust
duration aftereffects, indicating a duration encoding stage that is distinct from the most basic forms of binocularity. Finally, we found partial transfer across changes in the disparity which defined adapting and test durations,
indicative of a third processing stage which pools duration information across disparity-selective inputs.
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Figure 5. Scatter plot showing data for individual (green circles) and group mean (black circle) duration
aftereffect magnitudes representing the arithmetic difference between PSEs extracted from 666 ms and 166 ms
adapting durations in the ‘same disparity’ (Fig. 3C and D) and ‘different disparity’ (Fig. 4A and B) conditions.
The dashed diagonal line represents complete transfer of duration aftereffects from +24′ (crossed) adapting
stimuli to −24′ (uncrossed) test stimuli. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% CIs.
Bidirectional, repulsion-type duration aftereffects are consistent with the ‘channel-based’ duration encoding predicted by the response properties of duration-tuned neurons (DTNs). DTNs have been documented
at multiple neural sites within a range of species51. Specifically, duration aftereffect magnitude varies with the
similarity between adapting and test duration30, in keeping with model predictions rooted in activity within
bandwidth-limited DTNs that varies around the neuron’s ‘preferred’ duration30,51,52. Although auditory DTNs
have been reported in both cortical and subcortical structures53 reports of DTNs within the visual system have thus far - implicated cortical sites alone54,55. The small but significant degree of eye input selectivity reported here
(Fig. 2) is not consistent with selectivity for duration in extrastriate areas55 where virtually all neurons are binocular56–58. It is, however compatible with duration aftereffects coded via the activity of monocular neurons in V1.
Although duration-tuned activity has been reported within the simple cells of area 17 of cat visual cortex54, the
degree of binocularity exhibited by these cells remains unclear.
Alternatively, monocularity could be explained by a pre-cortical contribution to the mechanism generating
the duration aftereffects themselves or that mechanism’s upstream temporal inputs. Duration-dependent firing patterns have been documented within retinal ganglion cells (RGCs)59 and cells within the lateral genicular nucleus (LGN)60. Both cell types show inhibition during stimulus presentation followed by rebound spiking
response at stimulus offset. The strength of this offset response increases monotonically with increases in stimulus
duration across the millisecond range. However, unlike their cortical analogue54,61, this duration-dependency is
‘long-pass’ rather than the bandpass type of tuning needed to produce duration aftereffects tuned around the
adapting duration30. Thus, any subcortical contribution to duration adaptation mechanisms is more likely to
occur via adaptation-induced distortion of afferent temporal information prior to its arrival at cortical bandpass
DTNs.
In addition to the duration-dependent RGC and LGN cell characteristics described above, several alternative candidate mechanisms could also distort the signal within monocular channels. As discussed earlier (see
Introduction), adaptation to drifting or flickering gratings induces compressive duration distortions that display
multiple characteristics consistent with a neural locus within magnocellular layers of the LGN7,8,62. Equally, a
monocular contribution could arise via duration encoding mechanisms which monitor the spatiotemporal evolution of neural activity within ‘state dependent networks’ (SDN)63,64 or duration-dependent changes in response
magnitude within any neuron directly activated by the stimulus (so called ‘Energy Readout’ models65–67). Both
SDN and Energy Readout are examples of ‘distributed’ duration processing that could – theoretically, at least operate at any neural scale of stimulus-driven activity and therefore provide distorted monocular input to downstream duration aftereffect generating mechanisms.
The extensive degree of interocular transfer (Fig. 2) requires the input of binocular neurons in striate or extrastriate cortices. The fact that duration aftereffects can be generated by durations defined solely by retinal disparity
(Figs 3–5) suggests that adaptation to such stimuli is generated via at least two possible routes. The first would be
via a mechanism that is selective for both duration and retinal disparity. Figure 3’s data shows that precisely this
mechanism operates during adaptation: when adapting and test durations are defined by retinal disparities that
stimulate the same populations of disparity selective neurons, aftereffect strength is maximal. When adapting and
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test disparities stimulate distinct neural populations, duration aftereffect magnitude is markedly reduced (Figs 4
and 5). This implicates duration selectivity within disparity-selective striate or extrastriate cortices, with the later
arguably more likely given the increasing prevalence of disparity selectivity (and absence of monocular neurons)
in extrastriate areas42–44,68. Although the DTNs reported in area 17 and 18 of cat cortex could also be tuned for
retinal disparity, this association has yet to be tested directly54.
The second route would be via a duration-selective mechanism downstream from the initial coding of retinal
disparity. For example, higher-level DTNs could inherit temporal information via their disparity-selective inputs.
These neurons could therefore show selectivity for duration without having any intrinsic selectivity for disparity. Figures 4 and 5’s data show that duration aftereffects are reduced but not abolished by adapt-test changes
in retinal disparity, revealing significant contributions to duration encoding from both disparity-selective and
disparity-invariant mechanisms. The latter’s contribution to duration aftereffects could, in fact be a signature of a
mechanism that pools across all visual stimulus features. However, such an extreme form of stimulus invariance
is not compatible with the aftereffect’s size-dependent spatial specificity14.
More plausibly, disparity invariance may be a signature of duration encoding that is selective for stimulus
duration and higher-order stimulus features that are re-constructed after pooling across disparity-selective
inputs. For example, human fMRI evidence shows neural selectivity within lateral occipital complex (an object
selective mid-level visual area bordering V5) for depth-defined object shape but not the depth plane occupied
by the object49. Likewise, primate V4 neurons show selectivity for 3D slant (i.e. linear disparity gradient) across
changes in the shape’s distance from fixation45. More abstract still are objects defined by 3D curvature in depth50.
In inferotemporal and intraparietal cortex, neurons maintain selectivity for depth-defined curvature and orientation across changes in retinal disparity and the cues defining 3D shape46,47,69. Could these same disparity-invariant
neurons also encode stimulus duration and therefore mediate the duration aftereffect’s partial transfer across
disparity? Although the answer remains unclear, duration-dependent firing patterns have been observed in monkey intraparietal cortex70 and recent human fMRI adaptation experiments report duration-tuned modulation of
neural activity in the same region55.
Human psychophysical evidence also supports the concept of processing stages which pool across retinal disparity. Specifically, higher-level examples of shape, curvature, numerosity and motion perception are insensitive
to changes in disparity-defined depth71–73. The binding of duration to stimulus features of this type would allow
perceived duration to retain object specificity across changes in a range of horizontal positions14, depth planes
and viewing angles.
In summary, we have demonstrated that duration encoding receives input from three different processing
mechanisms at distinct strata within the visual processing hierarchy. An important question is the extent to which
these processing stages operate in serial or parallel. The latter risks the prospect of multiple, possibly independent,
duration estimates co-existing within the nervous system. This could be problematic unless they are integrated
by a central mechanism which then outputs a single duration estimate. That degree of centralisation is difficult to
reconcile with the stimulus specificity demonstrated in the current study and elsewhere. A perhaps more credible
scenario would be for duration processing to form a serial ‘cascade’ where downstream duration encoding mechanisms apply cumulative adaptation to effects inherited from their upstream counterparts. Cascading adaptation
through retinal to extrastriate sites has been reported for encoding of contrast and motion38,74,75. Specifically, the
same spatial adaptation changes response gain in primate LGN neurons and stimulus selectivity in V138, whilst
motion adaptation changes responsivity in extrastriate area MT with a spatial specificity predicted by adaptation inherited from V174. Although our knowledge of hierarchical interaction in the temporal domain remains
primitive76, a picture is beginning to emerge of temporal perception underpinned by neural mechanisms whose
primary function has hitherto appeared to be ostensibly spatial. Ongoing experiments will address the degree to
which temporal perception can be explained by the characteristics of spatial perception, and vice versa.

Methods

Observers. Ten observers (seven naïve) took part in the IOT task, seven observers (five naive) in the disparity

tasks. All observers gave their informed, written consent to participate, and had normal or corrected to normal
vision, stereoacuity and hearing at the time of the experiment.
All experiments were conducted in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations, the informed
written consent of each observer and received prior approval from the Research Ethics Committee at the School
of Optometry and Vision Sciences, University of Bradford.

Stimuli and Apparatus. Visual stimuli were presented on two gamma-corrected Eizo FG2421 LCD monitors with a refresh rate of 120 Hz and a resolution of 1920 × 1080. For the IOT task these were connected to a
2 × 2.8 GHz Quad-core Apple Mac Pro desktop computer running Mac OS 10.5.8, and for the disparity task they
were connected to a 3 GHz E5-1660v3 8-Core HP Z440 desktop computer running Windows 8.1 Pro. All stimuli
were generated using Matlab (version 7.7.0.471 or 8.4.0, Mathworks, USA) running the Psychtoolbox Extension77
version 3.0.8, (www.psychtoolbox.org).
The physical durations and simultaneity of all auditory and visual stimuli were verified using a dual-channel
oscilloscope. Visual stimuli were viewed dichoptically through a two mirror stereoscope which allowed the left
and right monitors to be monocularly viewed by left and right eyes respectively. A forehead and chin rest were
used to maintain a viewing distance of 2.3 meters (one pixel subtend 0.4 arc minutes), and a head position allowing right and left eyes to remain centred in front of the stereoscope’s right and left mirrors. Prior to each experimental session, observers viewed monocular nonious lines and adjusted the tip and tilt of each mirror until these
were horizontally and vertically aligned. This procedure neutralised any individual oculomotor anomalies and
thus aided stable fusion through the experiment.
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The auditory reference stimulus was a 500 Hz tone presented through Sennheiser HD 280 headphones. The
specific visual stimuli pertaining to each task are detailed below.

Inter-ocular transfer (IOT) task.

Visual stimuli were isotropic, luminance-defined Gaussian blobs (mean
luminance 74 cd/m2) presented at fixation against a uniform grey background of 37 cd/m2, whose luminance (L)
profile was defined as follows:
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− x 2 
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2

stim 
L = Lmean1 + e





where Lmean is the mean luminance of the Gaussian and σStim is the standard deviation. Throughout the IOT
experiment σStim (the size of the stimulus), was set to 1°. Fixation was maintained on a white 0.07° circular fixation
marker presented at the centre of left and right screens.

Disparity task. Visual stimuli were constructed from dynamic luminance noise stereograms viewed through
the dual-mirror stereoscope. They consisted of two dichoptically presented left and right eye circular regions in
which each pixel was randomly assigned a luminance value (either black or white), which was randomly updated
every five frames (24 Hz) to create dynamic luminance noise. These images were identical except for a disk-shaped
sub-region referred to as the ‘target zone’ (e.g. Fig. 3A). This sub-region had a diameter of 500 pixels (subtending
3.33° of visual angle when viewed at 2.3 m) within which one eye’s noise patch could be shifted laterally relative
to the opposite eye’s corresponding region. The introduction/removal of this shift allowed the presentation of
crossed (+ve) or uncrossed (−ve) disparity within the target zone. The surrounding dynamic noise annulus was
always presented with zero disparity, as was the entire display during interstimulus intervals. To ensure that there
were no monocular artefacts at either the onset of offset of the disparity-defined target, we (i) maintained constant
density by ‘wrapping’ noise pixels shifted beyond the target region to the opposite side; (ii) avoided motion cues
by synching changes in disparity to the noise regeneration cycle and (iii) monitored for dropped frames during
stimulus presentation. The surround was bordered by a static checkered annulus which was presented to both
eyes, and thus aided stable binocular fusion. Beyond this border, the luminance of the background was set to
mid-grey, which was equal to the average luminance of the dynamic noise. Observers maintained fixation at the
centre of the screen throughout.
Procedure.

For all experiments, a block of trials began with an initial adaptation phase consisting of 100
serially presented visual stimuli. Within a block, the duration of these stimuli was fixed at either 166 ms or 666 ms.
Interstimulus interval (ISI) was randomly jittered between 500–1000 ms. The adaptation phase was a followed by
a further four ‘top up’ adapting stimuli and a subsequent test phase (e.g. Fig. 1A) consisting of a fixed (333 ms)
duration auditory reference stimulus and a variable duration visual test stimulus. Observers then made a two
alternative forced choice (2AFC) duration discrimination judgment as to “which was longer, the visual test or
auditory reference stimulus?” Visual test stimuli varied logarithmical in seven steps which were appropriately
spaced relative to individual observer’s duration discrimination threshold. The order of test stimuli presentation was randomly interleaved within a method of constant stimuli. Observers responded via key press which
triggered the next top-up and test cycle, until all test durations had been presented five times per block of trials.
In the IOT task, adapting and test stimuli were presented monocularly. In the “same” condition, the adapting
stimulus was presented to the same eye as the visual test stimulus, and in the “different” condition (e.g. Fig. 1A)
adapting and test stimuli were presented to opposite eyes. The choice of test eye was randomly assigned to each
observer at the start of the experiment so that half of the observers viewed the test stimuli with their right eye and
the other half their left eye. Half of the observers also performed additional conditions to ensure that the choice
of test eye did not affect the magnitude of the duration aftereffect. These five observers performed all four permutations of adapt/test eye. A paired samples t-test revealed that there was no significant difference in the size of the
aftereffect generated in either of the “same” test eye conditions (i.e. adapt and test right eye versus adapt and test
left eye, p = 0.13), or the “different” conditions (i.e. adapt right, test left versus adapt left, test right, p = 0.54) For
the remaining analysis, data was combined across equivalent ‘same’ and ‘different’ conditions.
In the retinal disparity experiments the procedure was identical to that described above with the following
exceptions: all stimuli were presented binocularly and the ‘same’ vs ‘different’ manipulations pertained to situations where observers adapted and tested with stimuli defined by the same retinal disparity (adapt and test +6′
or adapt and test −24′ (Fig. 3A,C, respectively)) vs different retinal disparity (adapt +24′, test −24′ (Fig. 4A)).
Each observer completed multiple blocks for each of the two adapting durations, and for each of the ‘same’ vs
‘different’ adapting conditions, giving grand totals of 380 (IOT task) 200 (adapt and test +6′ disparity) and 210
(adapt and test −24′, adapt +24′, test −24′, disparity) repetitions per test duration, per condition.
For all experiments, the proportion of ‘test longer than reference’ responses were plotted against the physical
visual test durations for each adapting duration (166 ms and 666 ms), and each experimental condition. The psychometric functions were then fitted with a logistic function of the form:
y=

100
1 + exp−

(x − µ)
θ

where μ is the Point of Subjective Equality (PSE): the test duration that is perceptually equivalent to the 333 ms
auditory reference duration, and θ is an estimate of the discrimination threshold. For each condition, PSE values
were extracted and an estimate of duration aftereffect magnitude was obtained by subtracting the PSE for the
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666 ms adapting condition from the PSE obtained in the 166 ms adapting condition. 95% confidence intervals
on individual and group-averaged results were obtained using non-parametric bootstrapping, with re-sampling
performed at the level of an individual observer and adapt/test condition. Statistical significance of key differences
between conditions was assessed using two-tailed non-parametric permutation tests.

Data Availability

The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study are available in the Open Science Framework repository, https://osf.io/cqvm2/?view_only=181379d4b61748d9b92b0e978f77dee0.
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